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Pick n Mix session for use on Group Zoom calls

Introduction
This is a Pick n Mix session for your online group Zoom. You don’t have to do all the elements
suggested, these are simply ideas to make your Zoom fun around the topic of “thoughtful
fashion”. Activities tend to last a little bit longer than in real time, so we think it would be hard
to get through all of these. Let us know what has worked well and what didn’t - we’d really find
your feedback helpful.

High/low/awkward/prayer
There are lots of videos & content online for young people, but one thing we miss from groups
is interaction. Mute all microphones apart from the person speaking, and give each person 2
mins to share their High, Low, Awkward Moment & Prayer request for the week. This gives the
young people ‘permission’ to share celebrations and concerns with the group.

Dicing with fashion intro
Start by asking the group who would like to work in the fashion industry. Explain that you are
all going to work with clothes; one by one, select a person in the group and roll a dice to see
what number they receive. Read out the job associated with each person’s number.

1 - You live in Cambodia. Two thirds of the country’s exports are garments. Factory night shifts
are common and the government are looking to reduce pay for people working through the
night so they receive no more than day workers

2 - You work in Xinjiang, China. Cotton grown here is thought to be produced through forced
labour.

3 - You work in a clothing factory in Vietnam. You sometimes work more than 50 hours a month
in overtime without rest days, and still struggle to make ends meet.

4 - You live in Gujarat, India. You are a cotton farmer, and Fairtrade ensures you receive the
living wage, and know your rights. Your family has access to education and housing.

5 - You are Bangladeshi. You earn about £25/month but it costs about £45/month to provide
a family with shelter, food and an education. You work 14-16 hours a day, seven days a week.
Today you will finish at 3am and start again in the factory at 7:30am.
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6  - You live in the UK. You go shopping with your friends and buy a top on impulse. You get
home and realise it doesn’t match your other clothes so it sits in the wardrobe unworn.

See how many people are happy with their ‘role’ in the fashion industry. Most of our ideas of
fashion are catwalk models and glamorous designers. Unfortunately millions of people who
work in this industry are unseen, unknown and taken advantage of. One recent estimate is
that as little as 2% of workers making clothes receive a fair wage.
We all have a role in the industry - as consumers, what will we do with ours?

Fairtrade journey
Watch the video which shows the journey of a t-shirt - from cotton plant to shop. This is shown
up to 5 minutes 30 seconds, then the video explains how Fairtrade works to give each worker
the living wage.   Here’s the link: https://youtu.be/AkZDqRq0GTg
Ask the young people if there was one fact or story which stood out to them.

Fair trading game
You may have heard about the trading game before, or maybe even played it. Below is a link
to a version of the game. The idea of this game is to highlight how unfair the economics of our
world can be. This game can be adapted to be played online with individuals being told in
advance what materials they will need. Players try to complete the tasks themselves, with the
leaders saying ‘no’ to elements to ensure it remains unfair. Follow the instructions on the game.
Link: https://www.christianaid.org.uk/schools/trading-game

Describe an object
Below is a list of some items that a leader or young person must describe to the rest of the
group. They should describe the item using simple instructions as to how to draw it. However
they cannot say what the item is, what it is used for or what it does.
For example: a clock…
“Draw a big circle that covers most of the page. Start just to the right of the top of the circle
and write the numbers 1 to 12 round the inside edge of the circle. Number 12 should be at  the
top. From the middle of the circle draw a straight line to the number 12. Draw a small line from
the middle to half way to number 4.”

Once the instructions have been given, encourage everyone to share their drawings and, if
necessary, guess what it is!
Suggested items to draw:  snowman, octopus, trousers, dress, flower, smiley face, bear sailing
boat.

How much would you pay?
Often, we see something we like online, in a magazine or on television and then we learn that
it has a designer label and will cost more than we can afford or want to pay. On the final pages
of this pack are a few pairs of pictures - one costs lots of money and the other less. Show the
group the pictures with the prices covered. Ask the group these questions:
■ Can you work out which is the most expensive?
■ How much would you pay for it?
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Sometimes we think the more we pay for brands the better it is for those who have worked
on the item. Maybe we think if we pay £70 for trainers, the people who work in the factories
will get paid a large amount. Sadly this isn’t always the case, workers may be paid the same as
they would if you paid £10 for some trainers. Yet, cheap may not always be better. It is important
that we learn about where our clothing comes from in order to make sure that workers really
are paid a fair wage.

Where is it from?
Look up a world map and be ready to display this to the group through screen sharing.
Have each person take a look at the label from an item of clothing they have nearby or are
wearing - please remind the group if their cameras are on not to attempt this with a hard to
reach label! Take it in turns to share some of the countries the clothes were manufactured in.
The chances are that there will be a mixture, but often clothes are made in developing
countries. Share your screen and find the countries mentioned.

Ask the group:
■ Have they heard of these countries before?
■ Does anyone know anything about them?
■ Are they near to the UK and each other? What does that tell you about the clothing industry?

You could extend this exercise by asking members of the group to look up the average wage
of people in these countries and compare it with the UK.

Cost versus worth?
Ask the group, “what’s the oldest garment you’ve got which you still wear?”
Have a conversation about why they wear it (like the look, it’s comfortable, means something
special etc.), and see who owns the most ‘vintage’ item.

If they can remember how much the item cost, can they work out its ‘price per wear’?
For example: a pair of fast-fashion jeans cost £10; they last six months before they start to split
at the seams or get torn, and are thrown away.
A similar, better-made pair costs £25; they have lasted two years and are still going strong.
Which is more ‘expensive’?

Please be aware of your group’s financial situation - some members may not have a choice in
where they buy their clothes - but we felt it was good to think about prices being relative.
Remind the group that often there are sales in ethical retailers which mean the clothes are
similarly priced to high street shops. Everyone lives on a budget, whether large or small but
often ‘buying nice means you don’t buy twice!’

Discovery Bible Study/Swedish Bible Study
Look at Colossians 3:12-14. Here are two possible methods you can use. Both are really simple
and once you’ve done it a couple times you could get one of your young people to lead the
Bible study!
Continued overleaf
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For the Discovery Bible Study (DBS) you follow the same pattern of questions after having read
it in a couple of different versions:
■ What does this story tell me about God?
■ What does this story tell me about people (or myself)?
■ If this is what God says about my life, what will I do about it?
■ Who am I going to tell?

The Swedish Methods uses the following questions:
■ What part in the passage or word stands out to you/grabs your attention?
■ Is there anything that’s difficult to understand? Or do you have any questions?
■ How can you apply this to your life?

The Message translation of these verses encourages us to, “dress in the wardrobe God picked
out for you: compassion, kindness, humility, quiet strength, discipline....And regardless of what
else you put on, wear love. It’s your basic, all-purpose garment. Never be without it.”
None of the wardrobe choices mentioned in the passage are referring to our outward
appearance - they are all promoting our inner character. Most of us probably wouldn’t dress
in our grandparents’ clothes, but that doesn’t mean we don’t hang out with them - we value
them because of who they are, not what they wear! This is how God says we should treat all
people.
The Bible passage suggests the way we act towards others says even more about us than the
clothes we wear. Our fashion choices may help us express ourselves outwardly but these verses
suggest that being considerate of others is more important. One way we can demonstrate this
is by thinking carefully about our clothing choices. Not everyone has the choice to buy
exclusively Fairtrade clothing, but we can still be mindful of our actions. Do we throw a stained
top into the landfill or can we use that fabric to make something new? Can we arrange a clothes
swap of things we don’t wear any more?
There are two things to be aware of when it comes to ‘fast fashion’, one is the people who make
the clothes, and the other is the environmental impact which can affect some of the poorest
nations in the world.

Questions to discuss:
1. Which of the characteristics listed in the passage is the easiest or hardest one for you?
2. How does the passage encourage us to act towards people we know? How about people

we don’t know?
3. Does it extend to those who serve us without ever meeting us? Think about the people who

make our clothes, who package online shopping, and those working in factories that make
the accessories we wear.

4. How can we make shopping choices which honour others?

Fashion in the news
Ask the group if they have heard of any relevant news stories closer to home.
We are probably aware by now that some people who work within the fashion industry can
be paid unfair wages for their work. This sadly isn’t just the case in other countries, but in the
UK too.  Recently Leicester (in England) made headlines when it became clear some workers
within certain factories were being paid unfairly. Leicester is a multicultural city and has been
Continued overleaf
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a key place within the UK fashion industry for decades. This is sadly not the first time within
the UK employees have been found to be paid less than minimum wage.
You may be wondering why workers do not speak up, or do something about it. Many of the
workers who are exploited (not treated fairly) do not speak English well - they may be vulnerable
or feel unable to speak out. It is important that we do not forget that this happens here in the
UK.

Challenge for the next week
Give links to young people and have them research the brand/website and share about it next
time you meet.
FashionRevolution:

https://www.fashionrevolution.org/about/get-involved/educator/education/resources/
Less Waste Laura: https://www.lesswastelaura.com/
Know the Origin: https://knowtheorigin.com/
Tearfund Fashion: https://weare.tearfund.org/article/category/fashion/
Ethical Unicorn: https://ethicalunicorn.com/

Lastly, remind your young people of the starter (Tuesday) and challenge (Thursday) videos
which can be found on the Urban Saints Facebook page each week and relate to our
theme.
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